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Bob Wyckoff, sophomore business administration major, has been
appointed Revelries director according to action by the Student counNumber 35 cil yesterday afternoon in the Student Union building.
Hailing from Palto Alto, Bob was chosen as director by the Revelries committee and the recommendation was approved by the Stu-

Exchange Rallies
And Rootin’ Train tate Stops
Precede Football Languages
A nation-wide college issue, "Should the purchase of ASB cards
be compulsory?", will be debated by teams entered in the open
In All Colleges
debate tournament Nov. 17 through Dec. 13, according to John Mix,

Teams To Debate
ASB Card Issue
student manager of forensics which
According to Mix, any two

John Mix, student manager of
forensics activities, explains to
Evelyn McCurdy and Leslie Groshong the function of the newlyorganibed open debate tournament which will debate the
Issue, "Should the purchase of
ASII cards be compulsory in
slate-supported colleges?" Miss
McCurdy is president of Panhellenic which is encouraged to
enter teams in the debate. Gro*hong Is also a member of the
college forensic squad.

Blood Center
Needs Women
ll’or ’IV Fri day
Solicitors for the "B" Day cause
are needed!
The services of 120 college girls
are urgently needed foe the downtown blood drive to be conducted
Friday by the local Red Cross
Blood center, according to information received at the Dean of
Women’s office yesterday.
Mist Barbara Fletcher, in charge
of recruiting he 1 p for the Red
Cross drive, is appealing to the
girls of college to cooperate by
giving their time to help solicit
pledges for blood donors. In the
"B" Day drive during the hours
of 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Friday.
At least 500 pints of blood are
needed at the center in order to
maintain its flow of 1000 pints a
month in meeting the needs of the
men in Korea. The drive’s slogan
of "Bring a Boy Back" marks the
first campaign of this kind in
which the center is appealing directly to the general public for
pledges of donations.
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, assistant
to the Dean of Women, urges that
all girls who can spare a few
hours between classes to list their
names and available hours on a
sign-up sheet in the Dean’s offIce
today, since it is important for
Miss Fletcher to know by tomorrow the number of students that
will be available.
ven a few hours -between

L

An exchange rally with College
of Pacific wilt take place tomorrow evening at 7:15 o’clock in the
Morris Dailey auditorium, accordis sponsoring the debate.
students holding ASB cards are ing to John Piotti, chairman in
charge of rallies.
In addition to the exchange rally
there will be a street rally in
Stockton following the arrival of
the rooters’ train.
Ed Dickinson and John Piotti,
the "Campus Funny Boys," will
take the San Jose State college
rally to COP Thursday morning.
Plans for this show call for an
extensive Olson and Johnson routine, according to Dickinson.
The group presenting the show
at COP will return to SJS Thursday afternoon to witness the exchange rally by COP in the auditorium that evening. According
to Dickinson and Piotti, no word
has been received on what type
of rally COP will present.
afrival’orthe rooterS’ Crain
at the Stockton railroad depot.
there will be a marching rally to
the Stockton Civic auditorium.
The men’s marching band and
the Rally committee will take part
in the affair. Several members of
the committee have suggested that
those going to the game in.ears
inetl-the- train when it arrii7es and
participate in the street rally.
Busses will be provided at the
Civic auditorium for transportaeligible to register. No previous tion of train riders to the College
experience in debating is neces- of Pacific stadium, according to
sary, for members of the forensics John Melendee, train chairman.
squad will be available for coaching.
"We are particularly interested
in organizations entering members
of their group in the debate. Certainly an issue of such campus
importance will rate some attenThe job of Business director of
tion from fraternal and independ- the 1951 Spartan Revelfies is
open,
ent groups," said Mix.
according to Nancy 1oughlin, pubThe debate will be organized licity director for the annual all Into rounds, probably four elim- student show.
ination rounds to be followed by
The business manager is chosen
semi-final and final rounds. Each
from those who apply for the job
team will debate both the pro and
by letters which state the applicon sides of the question. A lovcant’s qualifications. He is aping cup will be engraved with the
pointed by the Revelries board,
names of the winning team and
by. the Student
Will be presented to the winners and approved
Council.
at the close of the activity.
It is the duty of the Business
Registration blanks for entermanager to prepare a budget for
ing the debate are still available
the show, see. that the budget is
in the Speech office, room 57, acadhered to, make financial recording to Mix.
ports, accept responsibility for
borrowed equipment that is not
classes are important to us," says stage equipment or equipment for
Miss Fletcher, "and we hope that which the technical director is regirls will not hesitate because of sponsible.
not having a half day or more to
The Revelries Business Manager
contribute.
must be an Associated Student
"This appeal has no connection Body member, Miss Loughlin said.
with the coming college blood
drive," she further explains. It a
is made in an effort to obtain the
largest, force of girls possible to
solicit pledges of future donations
In order to make this "B" Day
The Rally committee will meet
drive a succeess.
at 4 o’clock this afternoon in the
Student Union building, according to Ed Mosher, Rally committee chairman, to discuss SJS-COP
game activities.

’51 Show Needs
Business Head

Raliyists to Meet

Annual Sales Begin
In Library Arch

Today, and every Wednenday
hereafter, the 1951 La Torre ivill
in
be on sale in a booth
" to
the Library arch, a
Bill Lytle, business
Lytle calls attention to Os fact
that there will be only 2500" copies available, and that last year
more than 200 people tried to
purchase La There, after all had
been sold.
The La Torre booth will be open

--

from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. _Any
person may reserve- his yearbook
by making a $2 deposit or the
full payment of $5.
The book is on sale at the Graduate Manager’s office throughout
the week.
Lytle announced also that he is
Issuing a last call for .space contracts. It will be necessary to
leave out of the book all organizations which do not turn in space
contracts- before Nov. 21, he stated.

dent council as called for in the
ASB constitution. Wyckoff was
unavailable for comment on his
plans for this year’s revelries.
Homecoming Discussed
A committee to study the mistakes made in this year’s homecoming celebration, and to try to
solve them, was also appointed at
the meeting.
There will be no modern lanThe committee will -consist of:
guage required in order to grad- Dick Russo, chairman of 1930
uate from California colleges un- homecoming; an alumni represender the new state-wide reorganiza- tative:
Rick
Council member
tion plan.
Vaum;
Dean of Men Stanley
The Board of Education took Benz; Dean of Women Helen
this action at a three-day meet- Dimmick.
ing held last week according to
Dean Joe West; Student counDr. T. W. MacQuarrie. A lan- cil adviser, Ed Clements; Jack
guage will be required for cer- Russell, Spartan Daily editor;
tain librarianship courses and Panhellenic council president; IFC
for a modern language major. president; and the Rally commitStudents wishing to transfer to tee chairman.
other colleges and universities
During discussion of last week’s
requiring a language course also Homecoming celebration Dick Rus_will enroll In the courses.
so, chairman, erupted in reference
Two San Jose State department to the success of the affair. Ile
heads expressed mild displeasure said:
Russo Explains
at the. decision. Dr. Marques E.
"The Homecoming parade was
Reitzel, head of the Art department, declared that he considered the best San Jose has ever had.
committee-tried- to get-bandsa_ foreign language a-bakiic-subjectto be used in perfecting the Eng- for the affair but could not persuade any to take part because of
lish language.
"Why there are :mime students Armistice day - parade.
"Also there has been much critIn the Art department wna can
hardly write n sentence," com- icism of the Homecoming rally. -I
mented Reitzel. "A foreign lan- think it was as good as any ode".
guage is indispensable for grad- given at San Jose State this year.
uate students and for those seek- The bonfire went just as planned
Ink a doctOrate. In all prObnbli- and’ could not have been different
because of the administration.
Russo Questions
"Who designed the running of
the queen contest ?
I think we
planned it the way the administration wanted it. The election
was run properly from start to
finish.
"No man on my committee this
fall will -help on the committee
next year."
Then addressing his remarks to
Dave Down, ASB president, Russo
followed through with, "It, was
real heart warming to know you’re
appointing a committee to correct
the errors we made, Dave."
After Down explained the purpose of the committee, Russo continued, "The social fraternities
did not cooperate with me.
I
spent eight hours at the fair
grounds Thursday and Friday
doing what the fraternities had
DR. MARQUES E. REITZEL
volunteered to lielp with.
Spartan Daily Editorial
place
Hy college is the only
Speaking of the editorial run in
where a student will be given a
the Spartan Daily on Monday.
chance to learn a language."
Mr. Lee C. Newby, head of the Russo exploded, "That editorial
Modern Language department, was in poor taste and exhibited
was of the same opinion. "It is the fact that the person who wrote
almost imperative that a cultured it knew nothing of what was going
person have some knowledge of on. He must have dreamed it up
language in these times," declared while he was making like a
Mr. Newby. The department head ground-hog."
In conclusion, Russo said, "We
also emphasized that the United
States is no longer an isolationist had to start from scratch this
country, either socially or politi- year, and therefore we made many
mistakes. If we did nothing else,
cally.
we put a foundation, however
"Russian would be a particularly weak, under the
Homecoming cele%
profitable language to study since bration. I apologize
for my ’poor
we are going to have to deal with
actions just now."
these people and it would be to
our advantage to know their language," he said.

Chemical Society
To Hear Castro
The Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical society will
hold a get-acquainted meeting tonight at 7:30 in S210, according
to Art Hale, president.
The meeting will feature a talk
by Dr. Albert Castro who win
deal with the subject of Polymer
Chemistry. Refreshments will be
served.
All chemistry majors are.
eked to attend, says Hale, and:
may bring pests if they desire.

The Weather

More showers today and if that
makes you blow your top, keep
It below 4000 feet, because it’s
gonna snow up there. It’ll be a
mite coolish, say about in the low
60’s.
Perchance, you’re jaunting along
the Sierras on U. S. 40. If so,
aft chains between Baxter’s and
Donner lake. Soda Springs had
seven inches of snow which ’ain’t
emit for skiling: but when there
is we’ll let you know.
Remember: When it happens,
you heard it here first!!! (Bin if
It doesn’t, keep your big mouth
at!!!)

Two SD Knights ’Joust’
Spartan Daily Over Advertising Methods
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Editorials
Enfi;t in the Ranks of Student Government
National, state, and county elections Ilave drawn the attention
of Spartan students away from their campus government.
This is unfortunate because San Jose State college student. government’stands at a crossroad.
It can go either forward or backward. It is entirely up to the
student body members.
What. the student body government needs and needs desperately
are students willing to serve in executive positions. It needs lower
classmen particularlystudents who are willing to learn the workings
of student government.
This need kes been pointed up recently by several factors. One
is the utter collapse of the Inter-Class Council. Its purpose was to
mold the four classes into a cohesive unit. It failed completely for
three reasons:
I 1 Meeting hours were held too far apart.
.
2 No specific business was assigned to it.
3 Lack of organization.
.
The ASB Council is working right now to formulate a new ICC
groupa group that has a purpose and organization. But they need
.student ’help.
Another ’factor has been the lack of executive experience in the
class positions. Fdr example, Dick Osborn, junior class_president, has
never served on the ciess council.. Osborn has been working very
hard, but the fact remains that he’did not have the experience to
step right -in and take over.. The last class council’ mteting. lasted
but six minutes.
The Student Council is considering a recommendation that all
class officers must have class council experience before being eligible
to run for administrative positions. .
. The Student Council recognizes the need for experience.
They want students who are willing to serve. They are preparing
Student Participation cards to be passed out by deans, instructors
and student officers to any Spartan who mjaht be interested in
working in student government.
i6se card 3 are the first step in getting interested students, to
parficipate in their OWN government...
If they are used properly, our student body government will
j- ay. the cros,:road w;th a great roar onward.

Gambling: Dangerous Potential on Campuses

The feeling seems to be prevalent on San Jose State college
that football betting cards cause no harm and provide
’ wholesome- entertainment.
In fact, many students on campus blame the Spartan Daily for
ruining a ’good deal." Since gambling is illegal, this reasoning seems
fis)clish. Gambling is lace-a brAish-f4-414--it -sbra.ad-s- 44141-400441-GG41 4840
some one gets burned by it. .
- When gambling gets too close to college athletics, it has to be
curbed. It was only last winter that a college basketball player in
New York reported to police he was asked to "throw a game.’’
Frank Filchock and Merle Hapes, -former New York Giant profesrional football players, were banned frdtn American sports bdcause
they foiled vtq’thpor* act attempted babe.. RE.eutb all betting.tards.are
the oiAyileo?..through.whicb -9pmbleis come into,collegiate athletics.
TheAame thing ean arid will happen -,on oiar)catnpus, if fdotball
R.M.
cords-end otfier garnioling!vektures flourish.
.
campus

Good Luc*i to Mike Barchi

l

.
UnLe agatn the Student Council will attempt to alleviate the
pitrking situation around Washington Square.
.
Seniqr representative of the.c,oUncil has been appointed to investi,gatje polsibilities of more yqrticill parking south of the, college
on Frftti, Sixth 4n.cl*Se4nik Strets; end on S. Fifth street north of
the campus. Those were two of the plans sti6gested for further investigation. However, a third plan is doomeh to failure before it starts. This
scheme calls for the possibility of clearing off the newly-acquired
property that is destined for future campus enpanstbn. and cieartng woutd come from Sfafe
But fhills SfaF&prºtTr-y
fundsif there were any funds available.
Mr. E. S. Thompson, business manager, recently reported that
the State Department of Education has steadfastly refused to allocate
funds for student parking: and this includes clearing off acquired
property to make temporary lots.
Unfortunately, the Legislature insists on basing their c6llege
expansion program on common sense and logicto them, the erection
of more buildings and improvement of facilities take priority over
setting up of parking lots for students.
Good luck to Mr. Barchi, may he find parking spaces galore,
. but when and if he attempts to buck, the State, he shouldn’t expect
B.B.
too much.

Sir Milt Richards
Parries; Employs
Adroit Statement
By MILT RICHARDS
Former Spartan Daily
Business Manager
(This article is written in a manner
of rebuttal to the ill-quoted contribution appearing next door and is en
attempt to re-relegate the case for
advertising to its proper niche in the
minds of all who read that subversive
article.)

PROCLAMATION
Hear ye: Hear ye: Be it
known that on this morning in
the year of our Lord 1950, there
shall foregather here on Rialto
Two all the godly Ind Kicky
readers perusing in the Kingdom of Spartan Daily to witness a journalistic joust between
Sir Milt Richards of the Golden
Shovel. and Sir Thaddeus Spinolo of the Finwth Estate.
Sir Milt served his squireship
under the banner of King Midas,
oft times reigning under the
namn Advertising; Sir Thad
served his squireship under the
banner of Earl of Editor, oft times reigning under the title
of Ulcers.
Victorious knight will, by
regal decree, be betrothed to
Her Royal Highness, Public Concensus Opinion. She will languish on her betrothed all her
charms and affections regarding
the real status and purpose of
Advertising-. Judges will deposit
their decisions in Ye Olde
Thrust and Parry container in
the foyer of the Spartan Daily
Palace (two doors beyond the
drawbridge).
Forsooth and gadzooks, to follow correctly the charges and
counter-charges of the jousting
participants, ye reader needs by"
decree scan Sir Thad first, who
is about to make his Initial
Thrust on ye left colum and Sir
Milt stands poised to Parry from
the column on ye right.

Sir Thad Spinola
Tries First Thrust
Against Ad Men
By THAD A. SPINOLA
Spartan Daily Day Editor
The international joust
for
men’s minds is small berries when
compared to the national "tittle
being fought among advertisers
for possession of the American
mentality.

Today’s periodicals and* ni4sHere we go again -- Always
papers brazenly dishonor the naknockin’ the home team when its
tional intellect. -Advertising’, with
back ’is turned! It’s bad enough
all its contemptuous cacophony,
when the city scribes take to behas become exceedingly distas3C-5’
rating "Marblehead Otioul" just
ful. Abandoning all the usual -and-after the loveable Seals drop, a
accepted decorum of the printed
close One. It’s almost inhuman the
page, advertisers have -resorted to
vulgarity, abuse and Opprobrious.
way they climb all over "Frankie
Boy" and his ’49er’s because
practices in order to-guarantee- a.
market for goods;
they’ve only won two out of six--.,,
But it really hurts when some
This blight on nioderir journallocal copy boy hits you where you
ism has contributed not one jot’
eatAnd that’s where we draw
to our culture; in fact, it has.
the line.
wreaked havoc in the cultural
If you read the adjacent Comic
structure. Advertising’s Immediate
opera on advertising, then you
offspring, the "soap opera", .afknow just what I mean.
fording easy escape for frustrated
"Can’t allow someone from our
listeners, has atrophied more. endepartment writin’ subversive mamortician’s
than a
cephalons
terial Ake this, bound to ruin
needle.
morale and cause all sorts of
That fictional invention, John
chaos," the boss said, when shown
Public, has been %illified by
Q.
the edited copy.
certain foreign diplomats, prostl:
"You know, I never thought he
tuted by sagacious Philadelphia
had the guts to bite the hand
lawyers and prostrated by the
that’s gonna feed him", the boss
present world mess ... now along
continued. "To begin with, any
tomes advertising- to- pick-at thejournalism man ao climbs all
remains!
’over advertising is talkin’ himself
The giant killer of our culture
right out of a job. Who does he
with its relentless message bores
think is going to supply his next
through the injured intellect like
pay check?
a hopped-up termite in a lumber
"Somebody’s got to take a
pile. Split -personalities are bestand against that article", the
coming a fad among the Illitboss bellowed. "Somebody’s got Frosh
Grid Praise
erate and a threatening disease:
to defend advertising or they’ll
among the educatAL Bear. VP1TA
think this guy’s got a good Dear Thrust and Parry:
case."
It’s about time someone has nesa, as apirsonalitiy la split;
I
"Right," I agreed, "some- recognized that there Is a freshJohn likes to dance, trii4 doesn’t
body’s got to say something man football team. Congratula- dare. lie doesn’t know when "he’s:
GOOD about advertising before tiona to the Spartan Daily staff for offending" because "even his befit
people get the wrong idea."
the recent articles on frosh foot- friends won’t tell him."
Afl
Here some joker has gotten car- ball. Who i at fault for the lack though he reasSurres himself, -(IL
ried away with a ridiculous cari- of publicity, the at
depart- was godd enough for his old man )
cature on advektisine, and I’ve dot ment or Spartan Daily reporters? being "half-safe" is simply crimto come along and paint a porMaybe the Daily should appoint inal today. So, he develops an intrait. I have found that it’s aw- a freshman sports editor, Why feriority aanplex- arid _reff.4;
fully easy to knoek something, don’t you put tho rest of the irom his eirdle of triemis.
good . . . but to defend its posi- Spartaimbes’
oehedule . in
thp
Jane, his better half, is’ in 11
tion of merit is a pretty tough Daily’ 1,4,1 ,as
ternettiber that
predleamerit too . . . she is
job.
in the lonf run it is better to build, busier than a co-ed in a conTo consider the subject seri- a strong fresh team than to mend
vertible, juggling odd brands- of
ously for a moment we might a varsity.
cigarettes trying to dieide nhich
say that advertising is Our
The Committee on More Public- weed is milder. Camels haunt
’Ameriean 1Vav of Life. It is a ity- for Frosh Sports, Representing
her in her dreams, she*.s neve’r
picture gallery of the chief activ- Group A:
taken the "30-day test."
ity of Americansselling things
666,
665,
ASB’s 433, 514, 443,
John learned bigAhe’s in hits
to one another. For selling has 868, 460, 169. 1025, 313, 1021, 989,
but ..doesn’t. know Chi....sterschool,
bee
as hgendary in I he 172, 235, 1026.
; field started it alL;
:rtgAr(’ I Ns
TWentieth century as production
hangover was non-existent until
was in the Nineteenth. Adverrphilit) isivi nt.,l it . . . and Joh-ii
tising took many little men and Free Or Not?
promptly rot it. lie obeyed the ad
their products up to fame, forI man’s rnesaeo awl smoked thew
tune, and into the lives of mil- Dear Thrust and Parry:
Upon reading the letter of ASBIall his tongue felt like the hot lions.
To justify the existence of ad- 1933 in Friday’s edition, I was tom of a taxi -dancer’s shoe) and
vertising we might say this: surprised to find that such people quickly converted to snuff. ,
. Ile is subjeeting his wife to -a
as information it has been have reached the college level.
the lubricant- of co’mmeroe, . par- This fellowAS, attacking the open slow death because be call I.
ford to equip her with a "nifty ’ticularly in an age of specialtia- colleV ’’ttetriptt) ’the fidiniftiti*ite
Jiffy’: automat c dish, washec
tion. As persuasion it has on the-most ’Obviotis ’ scare
fug nhd tOtbeging.
occasion hoodwinked the customer.’ that
1)04,
tiOV=.1110/4#4i4 facils 61$i
"If its tendency is towards the line Of reasoning jumps from -stu- away . . . he doesn’t bse
specialization of ideas it has ne:- dent body -c’aids, to, loyalty, ’oaths Schmolle shavi,ng cream ... ("It
protects"). And although he
’ertheless ^helped spread wealth, is beyond inv.
Now, about ’hiS ’attack that ftee burns "the most powerful gas"
comfort and Other blessings Over
_his car can use, he /Anon* /it
the U.S. and the world. If it has choice )k .tftr. only Arperican
is ft111Y -011e Athttlictut
not itself notably advanced the he ’fil;t1
*national taste, yet It has been the system‘aslittle closer. Do We have falling apart for Avisnt of "rust‘"4,..".0
mainstay of the freedom of ,the free choice 4bout obeying the pa- proof" fuel.
V,
lice or paging’ Clue ImeN? 4n Vie, . Ilypochondett, gaited
press."
an easy,
Notably‘, advertising haii been same way stuolcintshaie a flitt to seat in his upPer belay when he
the elevator that has raised our their student organization, if they fell prey . ta, agaSvertements",
standard of living to new won’t accept it voluntarily, com- those tiny, timely messages that
heights. Economically It can be pulsion is our only answer.
peer out from the back pages of
described in a simple eyelet.
ASB-4202.
the -Daily Burp "Did he have
High standard of living made
gas?" . . . (that’s what ’kept him
possible through Mafia produc- Dear Thrust and Parry:
"was he bloatawake nights)
tion . . . Mass production is deI have just read ASB 1955’s in- ed?" . . . (that’s what made him
pendent upon mass sales . . . coherent ranting on the danger of so miserable). John succumbed to
The critics of modern advertis- slebating on compulsory ASB-mem- sthe medicine chest and the patent
ing constantly hammer away at bership. Frankly, I am disgusted medicine bottle; he split, and from
how distasteful and insulting it Vith his arguments that all stu- his padded cell no tribute to adhas become to the average intel- dents should not be compelled to vertising emanates.
lect. But it’s really not advertis- buy ASB cards.
ing they condemn, it’s some of
Does not ASB 1955 realize that,
the more extreme methods of ad- with compulsory membership, our and thus really establish San Jose
vertisingand the methods of ad- student body fund could grow to State college as a seat of higher
vertising are dictated by the pub- such an extent, that we could buy learning?
Itself.
bigger and better football teams
1).* DfJ AtSP
_
eeir

Thrust and
Parry

Public School Art
Is on Display Now
Public school art covering many
opportunities in teaching may be
seen in the glass display cases in
the Art building. The exhibit, put
up Monday by Nadine Allene
Hammond and Gladys Lewis Vogelman, instructors, includes work
by four G.E. and K.P. classes; and
Mrs. Evelyn 0. Wennberg’s secondary art methods class.
Mrs. Hammond said the display
represents most of the types of
handiwork which may be taught
at the elementary level.
Mrs.
Hammond and Mrs. M. Louise
Haskin instruct four of the classes

Clancys, Beaudrys
To Present Three
Plays in Saratoga

t.
3.

’s

a

"The Engagement", by French
playwright Ferenc Molnar; will be
the first of three -one-act plays to
be presented at the Saratoga motion picture theater tonight and
tomorrow night by Dr. James
Clancy of the college Speech and
Drama department.
Under the directorship of Mr.
Robert Beaudry, the play will star
Dr. Clancy and his wife, the
former Stella Pinoris, former
drama major at San Jose State
college. Mrs. Robert Beaudry will
also star. She is the former Pat
Ironsides, also an ex-drama major
hero who is well-known for roles
I-ading Drama department product ions.
III; three plays are to he pKeNellie!! between motion picture
hFæsat the local town’s theater.
Following "The Engagement",
the Clancys and the
Beaudrys will wait a week before
their next presentation. The third
play will be shown two weeks
later.

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
lAYSHORE HIWAY, JIM North of
30th & E. Sasso Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved
CV 4-4076

Complete Album of
- Verdi’s

RIGOLETTO
Feturing start, Jan Peirce,
Leonard Warren, !tale Fajo,
Erna Berger, Nan Merriman,
and Robert Shaw . . . also
highlights from Rigoletto on
I.p. records.

9ermost,If
30 E. SAN FERNANDO

contributing to the exhibit.
Puppets and animal figures are
done in three kinds of mache
pulp, strip, anfl crushed.
Masks are made of crayon etching and mache. Samples of other
skilled arts are: needlework, ceramics, chip carving, weaving,
speedball all-over patterns, and
bookbinding.
Purpose of the show is to reveal to students some of the crafts
and materials which may be used
in teaching, Mrs. Hammond said.
The articles will be on display for
two weeks.

:PostureExhibit
Now on Display
"Posture in Housework" is the
title of this week’s exhibit
housed hi the north end of the
home economies building. Mrs.
Margaret Ritz utilized pipe
cleaner figures and line drawings
as illustrations.
The exhibit shows how good
posture in housework may be
attained by using the body correctly, having suitable working
heights, using the right tools,
and wearing comfortable shoes.
Theory is that the right working posture helps eliminate fatigue, improves looks, and gets
rid of nervous tensions and irritability.

Photo Expert
peaks Tonight

s

The second in a series of lectures on color photography will he
given tonight at 8 o’clock by Sydney Allen; a color expert and representative of the Ansco Corporation.
Each lecture is sponsored jointlv by the San Jose Evening high
school and the college, according
to George E. Stone, associate professor of photography at SJS.
The meeting is open to the public without charge, and the topic
for tonight will be "Exposing and
Processing Ansco Color Films".

Positions Open
To Business Grads
Openings for graduates of business administration and accounting have been announced by a
large retail and mail-order firm,
according to Miss Doris Robinson
of the Placement office.
The three positions in administration and the one available in
accaunting_paya minimum of $260.
Miss Robinson has been informed
that if enough student interest is
shown the firm will arrange to
ffhve a representative on campus
for interviews on Monday or Tuesday.

---
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RENT A TYPEWRITER
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
$12.00 FOR THREE MONTHS

"You Know it!" *
You just can’t beat a
Barrel House Meal
at any price!
Hot Turkey Plate
Swiss Steak

The Sante! &we
131 West Santa Clara

75c
65c

Art Frat Hails
New Members
At Reception
An informal reception of new
members of Delta Phi Delta, art
fraternity, was held Wednesday
night at the home of Mrs. Gladys
Vogelman on University drive.
Neophytes were informed of
functions of the national honorary
fraternity and were introduced to
officers Jimmy Johnson, president,
and Keith "Windy" MacFadden,
vice-president.
Events on the club’s calendar
were discussed. They were: A
sketching trip to Carmel; exchange exhibits with neighboring
Delta Phi Delta chapters; exhibition tours to San Francisco; possible rental of a film on the life
of Michelangelo as a mbney making project, and the annual
Founder’s day dinner to be held
in the near future.
Pledges present at the gathering were: Dick Alley, Roger Aragona, Betty NoensheJl, Leta Howard, Mary Lopes, Betty Malson,
Arturo - Moreno, Margaret Nakamura, Marion Nichols, Leonard
Pritchard, -Robert Souza and Barbara White.
To qualify for the honorary
group a student must be of upper
division standing and maintain
grade averages of 2.3 in art subjects, 1.5 in academic.
Faculty advisers are Mr. Donald Severns, senior adviser, and
Mr. %Vat-mil Faus, junior adviser.

Davis Heads Meet
Miss Pauline E. Davis, head of
the Nursing Education department
at SJS, will be program chairman
today at a meeting of the
Northern Section of the California
1--Fague-rIf Nursing Education, to
be held at the Santa Clara county
hospital.
Among the speakers will be Barbara Perryman, SJS student, and
president of the Student. Body
council at the county hospital.
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IRC Officials Arrange
Future Club Calendar

The executive committee of the
International Relations club met
last week and made plans for the
rest of this quarter and for the
month of January in winter quarter, according to Dr. George G.
Bruntz, Club adviser.
Tom Cameron, IRC president;
Maurice Duke, vice-president;
Betsy Wallieh, secretary; and
Tom Mullen met with Dr.
Rruntz.
On Nov. 29, the San Jose State
college Forensic group will debate
the proposition: "Resolved: That a
new world organization of noncommunist nations be created
now." This should evoke considerable discussion from the IRC
members, states Dr. Bruntz.
At the Dec. 13 meeting members
of the IRC who attend the Asilomar conference will relate the
highlights of the conference. The
Asilomar conference will be concerned with the Far Eastern situation. "Experts from all over the
world are going to this conference, where people from all walks
of life will discuss this vital area,
the Far East. for thrqe days, Dec.
1, 2, and 3," Dr Bruntz stated.
The first meeting of the club
in Winter quarter will be Jan.
10.
A foreign student from
Stanford university will talk
about the political and economic situation in him country. The
student probably will be from
Korea or China.
On Jan. 24 the group wiN discuss England. l’qr. Sidney Hillyard
of Los Gatos, who has just returned from the British Isles., will
give his views on the political and
economical situation in that country:
All meetings of the IRC are
open to the public and new members are always welcome. Membership is open to all registered

Announcements
Gamma Pi Epsilon: Talk on
ancient Egyptian surveying tonight at 7:30 o’clock in Room 117.
Prospective members welcome.
Delta Phi Upsilon: 3:30 p.m. today meet in B7.
Miniwanca Committee: Meet at
First Methodist church, Fifth and
Santa Clara streets, tonight at
5:30 o’clock.
Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society: Each member may bring one guest to get acquainted meeting in S210, 7:30
o’clock tonight. Sign up on chemistry bulletin hoard between
Rooms S116 and S124 if planning
to attend. Refreshments will be
served and Dr. Albert Castro will
speak.
All G.E., K.P. and General Junior high student* wishing to take
Elementary School Curriculum
104A winter quarter, sign up’ in
Education office, 161.
Deadline
Nov. 17.
Tau Delta Phi: Check TOWCI’
door, sign for informal initiation
and Tower work.
Engineering Society: Field trip
to P.G.8/E. metering lab Friday at
2:30 p.m. Party limited to 20 so
sign up early in engineering office.
Group C Freshman (’lass: 10:30
p.m. today meet at barbecue pit.
Campus Chest Committee: Important meet at 4 p.m. today in
President MacQuarrie’s office.
Occupational Therapy Club: Tomorrow night at 7:30 o’clock in
B72, Dr. Maurice Grossman, from
Palo Alto Veteran’s hospital, will
speak on mugic therapy in relation
to occupational therapy. Everyone
invited, music majors in particular.
MILS: Meet in_Room 24 today at
4:30 p.m.
CCP: Tom Clayton, graduate
student, will speak on work in
Guatemala at 12:30 p.m. today in
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students of San Jose State college, who are interested in interMost of the
national affairs.
meetings are held at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 20. One evening meeting is
planned for each quarter.

Aera Frat Plays
Host at Dinner
Food, business, and movies were
the order of the evening for members and prospective members of
Alpha Eta Rho, national aviation
fraternity, at a dinner meeting
recently.
Ross Jacob welcomed prospective members. The requirements
of pledging were explained by
Vice-President Norman Beam and
the
Paul
Nichols entertained
group with films.

Let’s Go
GREYHOUND

Take a_ tip ’take a trip by.
Greyhound! A n v trip . . .
week -end trips, charter trips,
trips hom e, trips to the
.

.

.

anywhere.

Relax. let a dependable Greyhound dri%er be your "quarterback" to the games! No
driving strain, no traffic worries, no parking problems.
Save time and money, too.
Frequent, convenient service

Junior Class Council: 3:30 p.m.
evervachere!
today meet in Student Union. .
fares are only
Greyhound
Student V: Need or have a ride!
about 1/3 the cost of drivinghome for Thanksgiving? Sign up
. . . lower than any other
today at Student Y Holiday Travel
bureau, Morris Dailey, 11:30 a.m.! form of transportation! Just
to 1:30 p.m. Skating party to- I look how voli save . . .
night, Meet at Student Y, 7:301
p.m., and bring 63 cents for admission to Rollerland.
$2.50
All campus organization: Hand; SACRAMENTO
1.35
in all Campus Chest collections at I STOCKTON
1.50
Graduate Manager’s office today.
MODESTO
2.00
1 FRESNO
1.90
SANTA ROSA
2.65
PASO ROBLES
4.65
SANTA BARBARA
A local flying club has an open5.55
LOS ANGELES
ing for the right person. Here’s
7.10
SAN DIEGO
your chance to get some flight
SAN FRANCISCO
1.00
time at a very reasonable rate,
and in a 1947 2-place all-metal
Pin red. Taw
.
airplane.
1,stv RepallTrip Tiehto
IVY, on Return Tnp!
Those interested contact If. E.
Smith, 513 Twohy BuildIng. For
further information call (7Ypreiut
3-8963, before 5 p.m. Wednesday.
(adv.),

Sample Low Fares

Attention Pilots

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Corms as you are.

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65
Private Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Spaghetti, qt. 6k Ravioli, qt. 75c
A quart of each leads six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

,$216.
’ Philosophy C I h: Tomorrow
night at 8 o’clock Meet at 170 S.
Seventh street.
Alpha Delta Sigma: Submitting
of pledge names at 7 o’clock tonight in B93.
Gamma Alpha (’hi: Bring dues
to Spartan Daily office tomorrow
night, 7 o’clock.

Open 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.

.
If’s Yours! Your Own
/Special Charter Bus
! lou and your
What f
any group -- - can
group
charter a lins to the games!
Your party travels together
at less eost per person than
GM% hound’s regular Ittw
fares. Go and come as you
please make as many stops
as you wish! Everybody has
fun - everybody saves. It’s
the easy, economical- way to
go!
MONTE C. BROCKWAY
2.7) So. Market St., San Jose
t:Ypress 5-4131
1’1

Downstairs

CY 4-5045
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Home Ec Installs
New Sewing Lab

’Persians Love Movies’
Says Pierre Pirzadeh

Experiencing the growing pains
felt by so many other. group.i on
the San Jose State college campus
is the Home ECOLOMies department. Finishing touches were applied last week to the new sewing
’tat:oratory in Room 1114.
The room formerly housed the
home management apartment.
Partitions which divided the house
into a living room, ’dining room,
and hall have been removed to
form one large room.
The room has been painted a
cool green and furnished with
matched blonde wood tables
and chairs. flourescent lights,
sewing machines, black boards,
anti a bulletin board.
It will serve as a lab for classes in clothing constrUction and
hand stitching. Members of the
home economics faculty also predict that ma4 of the department’s social affairs will he staged
in the room.
Several features of the former apartment have been incorporated to suit the needs of
a sewing lab. Closets will serve
as receptacles for half-finished
garments and class room equipment. The full length mirror
on the bath door has been reversed to face the class room.
The bath itself will be used 111
a dressing room.
The former holder of Room
1114, the home management class,
is now lodged in a house on Eighth
street: Five members of the class
and its instructor, Miss , Jane
Beattie live in the house for a
half quarter period and conduct
the running of their residence.

By PAT PATRICKS
The average American is interested in Hollywood and movie
stars, according to Friedoun Pirzadeh from Teheran, Persia, but his
interest wouldn’t hold a candle to that of the average citizen of
Persia.
Because the Persian ’people in general are eager to read anything they possibly can about Hollywood and the people who make
the film industry tick, Pirzadeh,
a sophomore journalism major at
San Jose State college, visits the
film capital every chance he gets.
’While there, he gathers material
which he transforms hito chapof a book he is writing on the
tters
subject, to be sold itiL his home
country.
"I have already sold the book
to a Persian magazine to be
published in serial form. The
publishers will pay me partly
in money, and partly by allowing me to use the type after it
is set, for the publishing of my
book."
Friedman "Pierre" Pirzadeh, sophomore journalism major from
Pirzadeh explains this method
Teheran, Persia, discusses a subject of mutual interest with screen of payment is in the fact that 75
rtss Rosemary DeCamp Shidier. Setting is the Shit!lee!. Hollywood home where Pirzadeh was a dinner guest this past slimmer. per cent of the cost of any pub.lication in Persia is consumed by
the preparation of the type. The
magazine that has contracted to
.publish his book in serial form
will use a page make-up exactly
as it will appear in book form.
Part of his payment will be in the
lag at Walter Reed hospital. loan of the type for printing the
By NIEL GAGNON
corresponding port ions of his
As shown in a recent alumni let- Washington, D.C.
Terry Anema is now working at book.
ter sent by Miss Mary Booth,
"Lack of machinery such as
graduates of the San ’Jose State Menninger clinic in Topeka, Kan.
college Occupational Therapy de- In Denver, Colo., is Adeline Clark the Linotype machine and the
partment, former Spartans are who is on the staff of the National high-speed, automatic presses
fount] in American printing busengaged in therapy work all over Jewish hospital.
the United States.
- In the Bay Area, three gradu- inesses is responsible for higher
Tlupe graduates, Lt. Shirley ates of SJS are now heads of 0. printing costs in Persia. In my
Smith, Betty, Caldecytt and Bar- T. departments at the children’s ceuntry almost everything is
bara Stockholm. are stationed at hospitals. Betty Lyser Tucker is done by hand, and printing is
Letterman General hospital. Oth- at Children’s hospital of the East done on hand presses. This not
er members of the army are Bar- Bay, Ada Marie Lawson is in only means higher labor costs,
bara Fillmore and Rolline John- charge at the Shriner’s hospital, hut it also limits the number of
son, who are assigned to work and Betty Dubin is heading the copies of a work that can be
at Madigan General hospital, Ft. department at San Francisco put on the market, regardless
of the demand."
Lewis. Wash.
Children’s hospital.
In addition to studying AmeriThe first SJS student to take
Another graduate of Washing- can techniques in writing at San
clinical training in the Army is ton Square, Norma Johnson, is
Jose State college. Pirzadeh also
Althea Floyd, who weInt through assistant to Betty Dubin.
is studying our techniques in
basic training at Brooke Army
Up rorth, Josephine Kind is
Medical center, Ft. Sam Hous- working for the Veterans Admin- printing, including the operation
ton, Tex., and who is now un- istration in Barnes hospital at of the Linotype. Prior to coming
to thig country and the "halls of
dergoing therapy clinical train - Vancouver, Wash
ivy" of Washington Square, he
Alice Samson opened a thervOas a publisher of a Persian newsapy department in the TB sanpaper in Teheran (Persia). Duratorium at Napierville, Ill. In ing Anthony Eden’s visit to that
Let us print your
the same state, Wilma Heiberg
name oil your
country, he covered the diploDetbke Is Working at North mat’s visit for Radio TeheranreShore Health resort, near Chiparting by wire every hour on the
cago. .
po. *we hundreds of the very
hour.
On the local scene, Yvonne
Meet cards to choose from.
Summer in Hollywood
Largest showing of
Mendence is on the staff at AgPirzadeh spent the past summer
news State hospital and Frantic in Hollywood gathering Material
Verdier is working at the Cere- for his forthcoming book. While
.311c to S1.50
bral Palsy school in San Jose. there he met and talked with
Barbara Ernest is working at the many famous personalities, inSanta Clara county TB sanator- cluding Robert Mitchum and Jane
Many beautiful framed pictures
ium.
Russell. During his tour of the
and prints. Copper,. brass and
Nearby, Jean Langdon is work- film capital, he was invited to
pottery pieces.
ing in Sacramento, and Betty Ann dine with Judge John A. Shidler
Strassburger joined the personnel and his movie actress wife, Roseof Kabot-Kaiser hospital in Val- mary DeCamp, in their luxurious
Stationery
lejo. Working at DeWitt State hos- Hollywood Riviera home.
pital is Frantic Taylor.
"Having had dinner with a
Final count of students enroll- movie star practically makes
East Siclic South of San Fernando
me
ed in occupational therapy courses etigible for my country’s
highrn campus is 124."
est bring% Our. people may not
t
*
know who :is President of the
United States, Icht three out of
’ five could give you the name
of Clark Gable’s grandfather." .
Since his visit to the sets ,where
actual filming wds in progress,
Pirzadeh does not believe ’actors
and actresses are "born". It is
not the actor who is the "artist",
according to the young Persian,
but the director. As a realistic
proof of this point he offors the
difference in salary paid the star
Alway).-Fresh Vegetables
’ ServingBreakfest,. Lun’ch and Dinner
and the director of a picture that
was in the filming process during
-gis visit.
Russell’s Salary
"Jane Russell, who was assignod--44w-female-leati---irt-the-pietttre-;
received $95,000 for making the
film. The director for the same
film received $140,000," Pirzadeh
said.
"An actress would often have to
repeat one scene so many times
that she would actually be near
Used Standard & Portable Ma-hines For Sale
tears. Still, the scene would be
Also New Portac,s
repeated until every emphasis of
Easy
Payment Pi in
word, expression, and body move
UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
CORONA
merit was accomplished to the diEd. 1900
rector’s sat isfact ion."
24
S.
2nd
Nor
St.,
CYpress
3-6383
Free Parkin’titlext
According to Pirzadeh, a per-

Former SJS Students Engage
In Nation-wide OT Work

CHRISTMAS CARDS
BOX ASSORTMENTS
Home Decorations

MELVIN

118 S. SECOND

HIS FIRST TRIP TO . .

.

KEN’S
Pine Inn

son who enjoys going to the
movies would never visit the
sets while the films are being
made. He feels that seeing such
thinks as sea battles between
scale model ships on a 6-foot
ocean, and actors riding "along"
in a three-sided, stationary automobile with scenery being
flashed on a screen in the background, have a tendency to destroy a person’s enjoyment of
movies.
Despite his having visited the
actual filming of movies and witnessing a few of the hither-to unsuspected "tricks of the trade",
"Since I learned’ to speak English. If can understand what is being said as it is said. In my country an American picture is shown
on the screen for 10 minutes; then
the translation of what has been
said is flashed on the screen for
10 minutes. You can imagine what
it is like to see Bob Hope get hit
in’ the face with a pie, and 10
minutes later he says ’Ouch’ in
Persian."
It costs the people of Persia
about $1200 to secure an American picture for showing in his
country, according to Pirzadeh.
A few years ago one of the Hollywood companies experimented
with putting translations In
footnote form,
the-film Com’;This process cost-tb
pany $5000. If an American company had to take a $3800 loss on
every film it sent to my country,
we soon wouldn’t be securing Am-

Typewriter Fouls

erican movies. Approximately 90
per cent of the movies shown in
Persia are -American, -so-it is easyto see why the 10-minute break
system is necessary."

Ice Cream
Sandwiches
Milk
Candy
Pie
Complete Boa Lunches
I

"In -again-out -again - Finnegan" I
had nothing on Robert A. Smith,
student at San Jose State college. Smith has been enrolled in
the Army ROTC’ basic courses,
and this year planned to take the
advanced course.
Troubles arose for Bob,
though, when he took his physical examination. Seems that
when the 5.15 lad had his record
sent into headquarters following the exam, a faulty typewriter put him down as being 79
inches tall and weighing ISO
pounds.
With this weight and height,
the ROTC leaders class Bob as
being underweight, but after a
check through the files, investigators realized that Smith is really only 69 inches tall.
So, minus the 10 inches in
height, Bob Smith is not underweight any more, and is enrolled
in the ROTC advanced course.

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio. off 4th

Quick service at
MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
when you choose your own
menu: convenient and
economical, too!
175 SOUTH FIRST ST

NEED A TYPEWRITER??
We Have Late Model Machines
At Student Rental Rates

AMERICAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.

CYpress 3-3063
Across street from Post Office

DINNERS from 756
255 So. 2o-cl

TY P

RS

for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals
Blouses
Sweateis knit Suits
4-HOUR SERVICE IF DESIRED

ART CLEANERS
391 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 3-9309

"Catering to those Who Care"
GEORGEk TANNER, Owner-Operator
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J. Te-ubner, E. Guerra Say
Nuptial Vows at St. Leo’s
Another Spartan couple, Esther Guerra and John Teubner, are
recent additions to San Jose’s newlyweds. They spoke their nuptial
vows at St. Leo’s church before the Rev. Edward L. Case*
The former Miss Guerra was gowned in the traditional satin and
lace. The mother of pearl prayer book she carried had been blessed
iy Pop: Pius XII in Rome during
Holy Year rite4,- White orchid
and streamers decorated the book.
Completing her ensemble was a
Theta Chi Has
fingertip French illusion ’veil.
Mrs. George J. Silva took the
ro" le of honor attendant. powned
in gold faille, she carried a spray
of gold and rust chrysanthemums
and ivy.
Formal
initiation ceremonies
Secondary attendants were
were held recently at the Theta Mesdames Clyde Raphael Jr. (NaChi chapter house when ten men dine Caster) and Paul Meir (Denbecame "active members, Herb ’Ilse Bushnell), They wore dresses
Patnoe, publicity ch-girman, re- of hunters green faille styled like
vealed.
the matron of honor’s and carried
Tom Adams, Bob Pettit, Bill similar bouquets.
Pettit, Jack McKay, Bill Clark,
Waiting at the altar with the
Tom O’Connor, Don McPherson. benedict was Roy A. Wilkins Jr.
Frank Nicholson, Ron Ruiz, and. Fred Hill Jr. and Dr. Clyde RaBill Patton signed their names to phael Jr. seated the guests. "
the membership roster.
Following the ceremony, the
Adams was voted outstanding newlyweds greetedogfifFsts at a repledge of the class. Patnoe said. ception in Mary Ann Gardens.
:Gold and rust chrysanthemums,
Don ’McKinley, pledgemaster, fern and ivy decorated the setting.
was in charge of the affair.
Carmel and southern California
were destinations of the honeyThe entire fraternity honored mooners. The new Mr. and Mrs.
the new initiates at a banquet Teubner are now at t)pme
in Los
later that evening.
Gatos.
The ’bride is the daug_hter of
"Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Guerra of San
Jose. She. is -a graduate of San
Jose State college. On campus she
was affiliated with Alpha Chi
Omega sorority.
Kappa Phi, national Methodist
Her husband is the son of Mr.
college women’s society, held a and Mrs. E. A. Teuener of Los
supper in honor of its pledges re- Gatos. He received his education
cently. at, theaftirist Methodist at Los Gatos Union high school,
church, Fifth and Santa tiara the American Institute of Foreign
Trade, and San Jose State college.
streets.
His fraternal affiliation was Delta
Entitled "As You Like It", the Sigma Gamma.
supper was arranged by Mayre
Muller andUtirothy Alexander.

Formal Rites
For Ten Actives

Methodist Society
Fetes Pledges

Following the meal, pledges
were given the Degree of the Pine.
Those girls honored were Jean
Ann Bailey, Vera Bishop, Mary
Bozarth, rnyths Chancy, Ll
Cooper, Rita Burton. Virginia
Cross, Janet Ellingsig; Elaine Forum, Donna Harklerood, Coleen
Herzberg, Margaret Huff, Barbara
Strout, Alice Westfall, and Nan
W !son.

Accounting Frat
Shows Movie at
Recent Meeting
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary accounting fraternity, showed a movie entitled Rainbow Harvest at
Its second meeting of the quarter.
The picture presented the various
processes and aspects of the can-nine -business, according-to Warren Storm, president.

Need .for acannte iost ’account-.
ing- lo cover ’various phasefs of
food processing was stressed in
the show. Storm said the picture
was beneficial to the accountant
4i.ncg.lt may trip him "redlize the
overilT spicitire ’Of the titisins
with which he may later come in
contact.
Jack Grey, . co-chairman of the
entertainment committee. arranged for .1 he,111fow log.

DANCE BIDS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION \- -

VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING
82 SOUTH SECOND

v
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American Art Work to Be Displayed
In SJS Reserve Book Room Monday

An assemblage of conthmporary American art works featuring
nationally renowned artists will
go on display Monday in the reserve book room.
The exhibit is one of many
from the Department of Fine
Arts’ Permanent Collection of
Business
International
the
Machines corporation.
Other IBM shows that appeared
at SJS were: Contemporary Mexican Prints and Contemporary
Mexican Water Colors, and Water
Colors of the Western Hemisphere, 1948; Exhibition of 60 Americans Since 1800, and Contemporary Brazilian Prints, 1947;
Contemporary Art of the Western
Hemisphere,’1944.,This last group
of paintings was mounted in the
Women’s gym and acclaimed one
of the olitstanding exhibits to appear at the college.
A dinner_Jarty_in her_parents’_.
Work of 82 contemporary
Mountain View home was setting thits and 18 sculptors will make
for the announcement of Helen up the panorama. Dr. MarquesSisevich’s engagement to Ray- E. Reitzel, head of the Art demond Perusina. The bride -elect’s partment, says the contributparents are Mr. and Mrs. John ors to the show are among the
Sisevich.
"finest artists in the country."
The prospective benedict is the
All of the sculptors are Amerison of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Peru- can born but two of the painters
sina of Los Gatos. He attended
San Jose State college and Fremont high school. Miss Sisevich
is an alumna of Notre Dame high
school.

Wedding Bells will
Ring for Ex-Student

came

to the United States across
Marion M. -.Tonkin
two oceans,
was born in Korea, the son of
American missionaries who returned to Virginia when he was
two years old. Henry Elis Mattson, painter of still life, landscapes and marines, is Swedish,
but became an American by
adoption.
Most of the individuals included in the show have histories of intensive study at art
schoolsnot so Coioradoan Fletcher martin. His only art instruction was a course in cartooning, After returning from
the Navy he began to take art
seriously and worked as
sistant to a mural painter. Since
then he has taught in three art
Institutions, done a myriad of
noteworthy frescoes and been
exhibited in leading museums
and galleries in ArifeHeiC.
Art faculty members, IBM personnel and others by invitation,
will see a preview of the show
Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. The
preview is sponsored by Dr. T. W.
MacQuarrie, Mr.. and Mrs. J. C.
Elder, the library staff and Art

Just Arrived!

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

MUSIC, LOVERS!

SUEDE

JACKETS

IN WOMEN’S SIZES la TO 18

A SPECIAL PURCHASE
ENABLES US TO OFFER
, WV
AOMPLETE
SELECTION OF . . .

.4

LONG PLAY RECORDS

at JUST

99

INCLUDES ALL TYPES
OF RECORDS FROM
JAZZ TO SPIRITUALS
Exclusive in San Jose
at

Campi’s Music
50 S. FIRST

CYpress 3-9291

SPECIAL FOR
GOLD

TAN

GREEN

299’
BROWN GIN -6k

John Sloan’s painting, "Meeker Street, Saturday night,"
which may be seen in the IBM
collection going on display Mon Sloan was part of a group
In the early 1900s known as the
"The Eight," out of which developed the Armory show in
New York bringing with it
"Modernism" to America. He is
represented in nearly every
museum of high caliber in the
country.
department staff. Mrs. Louise
Makin is handling the invitations.
Theodore J. Johnson and David W. Curry, instructors, will
prepare the paintings for display.
Wendell N. Gates is responsible
for the articles of sculpture. Dr.
Reitzel said the artifacts will be
taken from their shipping containers and mounted sometime
this week.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
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Light-weight, bulkless, amazingly durable,
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-Bronzan Skeds
Heavy Drills
For COP Tilt
sit

Cuttin’ Capers
By FERMO CAMBIANICA
The SJS cross counrry wiN end its regular season Saturday afterloon in Stockton. From the results of the SJS Invitational, the meet
shouldn’t even be close.
The Spartan harriers will compete in the seventh annual Turkey

By "ROD" RODRIGUES
Memory of the 45-7 lacing
handed to them by COP Tigers
last season still rankles in the
minds of the San Jose State SparTrot next week, but this will not*
tans as they knuckle down to
count in the regular standings. could easily be arranged, but the
prepping for the annual, traditionThe Spartans so far have won two Pacific Coast conference colal tussle with the Pacificnien SatWednesday, November 15,1950
6 SPARTAN DAILY
Three dual meets and the invita- leges have been dodging the Sparurday night.
tional to rank as the number one tan harriers for a long time.
Coach
Bob
Bronson
has team in northern California, and
Coach Bud Winter has been trypulled out all the stops. Prac- probably in the whole State.
ing to arrange a meet with the
tke sessions a r e longer and
The Spat-tans have one of their Bears for about five years now,
harder, and even Sunday was best teams in the history of the
but Brutus Hamilton, Cal track
Just *anther drill day.
college, and it’s a shame that they coach, has been giving the SparThe
Raiders
underwent
a won’t be able to take on some of tan coach the brushoff.
lengthy session, featuring heavy the bigger colleges, such as USC,
Coach Whiter tried to land
Don Bryant’s cross country ahead of Kirkpatrick were no contact work, in the rain Sunday. Stanford, and Cal.
Stanford on the Spartans’ schedPaul Bowen took eighth
shuad meets its final opponent fluke.
would
A
Trojans
meet
with
the
COP, even though minus the
ule earlier this season, but was
of the season Saturday afternoon place in the meet to finish ahead
services of the fabulcius 1949 All- hardly be worth the time and ef- quickly turned down.
COP’S
of
Ed
Davis,
who
was
secwhen the Spartans travel to
American Eddie LeBaron, is still fort, because one team would have
It seems that the bigger colleges
Stockton to take on College of ond man for the Tigers.
to travel 400 miles to take on the
are afraid of letting an up-and Also giving a good account of a big, fast and dangerous outfit. other.
Pacific.
Coming institution like San Jose
Sporting a 5-3 record, the
The Spartans will be looking themselves we r e Spartans Bob
However, if there was one big
get ahead at their expense.
Beagals
have
been
abort
ended
for their fourth straight dual Weber, Bill Head, and Ed Hass.
Invitational meet during the seaIndians Dodge?
meet victory and their fifth win Other COP men who finished be- by Louisiana State, undefeated son in which all of the better
Sure, the Indians meet the loof the year, counting the SJS In- hind all of the Spartans were Ray Loyola, and the upset-minded teams in California could get tovitational, in which the locals out- Drew, Roger Wickman, and Ken University of Cincinnati.
gether, then a 400-mile trip would cals in football, basketball, trac:(,
Butler.
St. Mary’s, Denver, Nevada, be worth the expenses.
and baseball, but they make cer,
classed four opponents,
tam n that the games will be played
Fresno State and Santa Clara
College of Pacific finished four
Cal, Card Meet
Indians
have succumbed to the claws of
points
behind
San
Francisco
A meet with Cal or Stanford in Palo Alto, where the
have the advantages of the home
the Tigers.
State for third spot in the tourfield and the partisan fans.
ney, but found itself trailing the
Center Bob Moser, 238 lbs
SJS already has outgrown StanSpartans by 41 points.
Backs Eddie Macon, Doug Scovil,
ford and Cal. in boxing, wrestling,
Dore Purdy, who cracked his
a It Polenske,
and now basketball.
own course record when he took
nd Don Hardey
There won’t he any more "TakThe two PC,C schools are trying
first place last week, will be favire holdovers
It
Easy"
columns
by
Tom
ing
keep the ’Spartans from surto
ored to run his rival Jack Kirkrom last seapassing them in other sports.
-patrick into the ground. Kirkpa- Marquis in the Spartan Daily unundefeated
on’s
Attention you Bears and Intrip( had rto settle for a sixth til the international crisis settles
Quad that earn down.
The Spartan harrier
dians!
spat in the invitational.
xi the 10th spot
sports
writer
run a combined team
Spartan
Dully
could
team
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) OutCoach Bryant will use his whole
national rank from Cal and Stanford into the
squad against the Tigers Satur- Marquis got the call from Unng at the end of spoken Joe Kuharich, sidelinelil be in an Air
cle Sam and
walking coach of the University ground without any trouble at
day,
he year.
the
before
night
uniform
Corp
.
of
San Francisco Dons, said toddy all. If you don’t believe it, why
Al Weber and Paul Jennings
Moser and Madon’t you find out by meeting
Is
over.
%rill he out to wove that their
on are All -Coast he has spent so much time -watchharrier team?
A World War IT veteran of the
and ,’ ing football officials that he is the 5.15
third and fourth place finishes
lominees.
Moser
* * *
Eighth Air Force, Marquis served
what
uncertain
kind
his
game
of
a
beefy
This writer wishes at this time
two years as a tail gunner on a are the playmakers for the
team
plays.
FIardey
compliment Donnie Nunes,
B-17. He holds a staff sergeant’s Tiger team. Polenske and
The former Notre Dame grid to
and are seaworkhorses
the
are
Spartan Daily society editor, for
rating in the reserve.
star’s
team
has
been
penalized
on to be
the fine coverage of ’ the Fresno
Reservist Marquis will he at- soned veterans counted
619 yards in eight games. As a
State football game a couple of
tached to the Ninth Bomb Wing the mainstays.
result, he said, his team "is befoach Bronzan is concentratweeks ago. I’ll have to admit
at Fairfield -Suisun Air Base.
ginning to feel frustrated" making his Spartans on filling the
that it was better than my covthe
lossws.
ing
up
for
SAN FRANCISCO (UP)One
ozone with QB Gene Menges’
erage of the game.
of the nation’s oldest football rivKuharich told the weekly meetaerial slants Saturday night,
Donnie’s sorority buddies came
*dries, dating back to 1896 and
hoping to rash in on Pacific’s ing of the Football Writers asso- through with a rather cute poem
featuring St. Mary’s and Santa
glaring Weakness to date, spot- ciation he assigned his line coach on her game coverage, but the
Clara, highlights competition this
to _watch USF linesmen, had his Spartan Daily sports staff still
ty air defense.
week in the independent conferWith ends Billie Wilson, ace- press box, spotter watch the backs feels that the woman’s place on
ence.
catcher; Bob Amaral, Ray Poz- and he watched the entire team. a football field is in front of the
While neither team has a chance
nekoff, and fleet backs Archie They couldn’t spot any rule in- band twirling a baton.
to come out with top honors
Chagonjian, Gibby Mendonsa. Al fractions, he said.
among the independents this seaBy FERMO CAMBIANICA
The following week Kuharich
Cementina, Harry Beck and mayeon, the annual "Little Big" game
Which fraternity has the mem-1 be Buddy" Traina, Bronzan hopes watched. the guards and tackles,
is expected to attract upwards of hers with
the most endurance? to bewilder COP pass defenders I -the line coach took the ends, and
30,000 fans into Kezar stadium on
Can any campus organization with as devastating an aerial ! the spotter eyed the backs. Still
Sunday.
outlast a group of boxers or bombardment that can be menu- no luck he said.
Both. teat
have had disapwrestlers in a 3-mile cross coun- factured.
Now Kuharich has a new sysPolnUllit seipons, but that never
"In One Day, Out The Next"
tem. We watches the referee
has made much difference In try run?
These questions will be anwill awara the prizes to the
and linesman, his line coach eyes
the past. Usually its a dingswered I n Tueeday’s seventh
winners. A sort of consolation
the field judge, and the press
Try Our
- dung battle and this season’s
annual Turkey Trot, which is
prize also will be given to the
box observer checks the umpire.
game must be rated a toss-up.
victors: a kiss from the queen .
But this plan has faults, Joe
To date Coach Joe Reutz and being sponsored by Alpha Phi
or one of her attendants.
his boys have a surprising record. Omega,
said. "I’m so busy watching the
Ed Ord, APO publicity repreThe course will be from in front officials I haven’t time to watch:
They have beaten Oregon and Nevada and tied powerful Georgia. sentative, is urging all students, of the Men’s gym to Spartan sta- , my team."
On the other hand they have lost fraternities, and campus organi- dium and hack, with fraternity
to College of Pacific, USF, Cali- zations to enter this year’s Tur- and organization entries getting a . NORTH READING, Mass. Wonder Cleaneri
fornia, Loyola, and San Jose State. key Trot. Students also can en- three-block head start over the UP,
Great -great-grandfather
cross country squad.
For the old Gael powerhouses, ter unattached.
"Heim of Personal Soreico"
Charles F. Smith, who cast his
A large turkey will go to the
All entries must he turned in first ballot for Gen. Ulysses S.
that doesn’t sound right. However, Reutz and the Gaels are winning fraternity, while the top to Physical Education depart- Grant, celebrated his 99th birthPHONE CYpress 5-9763
campus organization will receive ment Secretary Jackie Lee in
building for the future.
day by walking to the polls. He
12th AT EAST SANTA CLARA
a dozen cockerels. A turkey will the Men’s gym by Friday, Ord
- wouldn’t say for whom he voted
be presented to the individual stated.
DELIGHTFUL DUNKING . . . winning the 3-mile race, with a The scoring for the Turket Trot this time.
Coffee and Donuts at
duck and a goose going to second will he the same as a regular!
and third -place finisher, respec- cross country meet, with the lowtively.
est point total winning.
Pally Berg, this year’s queen,
For instance, if a fraternity
and h e r attendants, Barbara ’had men that placed fifth, 10th,I
AT
371 West San Carlos
Lindquist and Alice Dougherty, and 15th, then its point tOtal,
would be 30. (The above answer’
was worked out on a slide rule
FOR
by-- a math major, who added 5,
DELUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
10, and 15.)
The boxing and wrestling
teams will pet on their usual I
rivalry in a battel for the orBitteme ash & 7th on
9111141:04.41.%6HECKS CASHED
jaggeo....6411r
000.00.1masowjeseg;ctastFosa=iset.
ganization prize. Coaches Dee
Portal and Ted Mumby refused to state whether they
would leTa -fhige men In The
three-mile grind.
Last year’s individual winner
was Jim SiTIVS011, a member of
the cross country team.
Four members of the football
team ran into a nearby coffee
shop and rested while the others
were wearing themselves out
by running the three miles.
The grid players then jumped
onto their concealed bicycles and
proceeded to cross the finish line
before Simpson, but they were

Spartan Cross Country
Team Ready for COP

Daily Sports Scribe
Dons US Uniform

USF Becoming
Whistle Happy
With Penalties

Little ’Big’ Game
Week’s Feature

Organizations,
Frats Feature
Turkey Trot
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DECISIONS FEATURE.25 BOUTS.
SJS Boxing Proves Columnists’
’Legalized Murder’ Tab Unsound
By GLENN BROWN
Is boxing legalized murder?
This spotlighted bone-of-contention has sent so-called experts of pugilism scurrying
for defensive support, while attackers of professional boxing rally medical minds about
them and announce in no uncertain words that the sport is taking the health and often
the lives of participants.
The current issue of Look magazine features a fact filled article by Dan Parker, Sports

Seventeen Qualify.
While’ rooting sections cheered
themselves in.to hoarse whispers,
17 novice boxers advanced to the
semi-finals last night in a threehour flurry of leather that saw
the’Kapj_n Alpha and Theta Chi
teams forge into the lead with
four, points apiece.
The near capacity crowd that
jammed the Spartan gym saw all
htitsvii--bouts go the full three
minute_ ioute, while five boxers
from crowded weight divisions entered the ring ,twice to cinch their
berth in the -semi-finals.
In the 145-1b. class Bob Botello
(ccF) exhibited exceptional novice skill in trouncing Bob Clark
(ATO) in the second bout of the
evening, and then returning to
outbox Wally Hall (PICA) in the
23rd contest. Cool ring work and
an ability to hit with both hands
made Botello one of the outstanding mittmen of the evening. r

Editor of the New York Daily -Mirror, entitled "Boxing is still Parker puts it,\the difference be- tions that allow all-too-many
Legalized,Murder." Supported by tween the,,"sport of boxing and pugilists to enter the ring with
_ Dr. Arthur H. Steinhaue, professor the ’game’ of pugilism..
head injuries and other defects.
of physiology at George Williams
What he does not seem to reMedical decisions, it seems, are
college, Chicago, Parker blasts the
alize, however, is that this very ruled not so much by the health
handling of .boxing and even goes
two men can don gloves and ex-.
so far as to suggest the outlawing difference determines the general
acceptabipty or refutation of the of the boxer as by the money conof ringdom.
necjed with the impending bout.
sport by the public.
Pro Boxing Needs. Lift
In other words, the only difis
it
Why
not
possible
to
use
Professional boxing, as it exists
ference between professional and
today, leaves much to be desired the head and face guards and
collegiate boxing is the scale on
as a ’clean national sport. The re- professional training quarters?
which it la staged. San Jose
The
fans
would
have
no
objeccent death of Laverne Roach,
The 17 quirter-,final survivors
State college has proved that
Texas middleweight, plus serious tion to the use of such protecwill
wage. an all-out battle for
change
punches
without
contive
measures.
injury to heavyweight Carmine
tracting punch drunkenness or finalist bouts when the semi-finals
What is to stop the NBA ’from
Vingo is ample proof that someare staged tonight.
sustaining brain concussions.
thing is sadly lacking in the laws establishing a system of matching
If the present methods and rules
boxers which would eliminate the
governing ring combat.
Results of last night’s matches
controlling professional boxing are
Parker’s contention that boxing "flagrain mismatches" that lead
continued, the public attacks upon were as follows:
as a whole is dangerous and de- to many of the injuries?
12-lb.-- Ed Damonte (SP) dec.
that sport will undoubtedly conMost ot fhe fans pay to see a
grading, however, is merely a move
Semas; 135-1b. --Ray Silva
Elton
tinue.
to awaken a nation of sports en- good bout, and not the frequent
Boxing is not legalized murder (TC) dec. Gale W.etterstrom (Dthusiasts to the facts that have lop-sided slaughters that adorn too
SP; Al Sanchez (DSG) dec. Walat San Jose State college!
already appeared before them in many professional "cards." On this
ker Van Antwerp (DU); John
newspapers an over the country. angle the matchmakers might
Pinkerton (KA) TKO’d Dan PetThoughts:
The fact remains that nothing take a lesson from Coach Dee
erson (SAE); Ray Silva (TC)
give
a
little
blood,
When
Sou
Is being done to correct the con- Portal.
Wayne Glasgow (CCF).
dec.
The pay is not too real.
Exams Needed
trol of boxing and consequently
But when you 1.
proioh-Bertelicr-(CCF) dec.
of
fanse-of
--protect- the-men who-make- a
save,
fessional boxing management conBob Clark (ATO); Wally Hall
ing at the sport.
PAID, is how you feel!
In this same article, a defensive cerns the poor physical examina(PICA) dec. Jack Angius (PSK);
dec. Jim
statement by Colonel Harvey MillDon Shishido (DSG)
er, axecutiye secretary of the Na, Winder (SAE); Wally Trump (Ctional Boxing association, brought
PS) dec. Monte Dayton KA); Bill
out ’the fact that a "survey conDerrick (TC) dec. Steve Mitchell
ducted at San Jose State .college,
(DSP); .Bob Botello (CCF) dec.
California, showed that boxing
Wally Hall (PICA).
(PICA)
Salazar
ranked seventh in injuries, with
155 -lb. Ray
only water polo, swimming, tennis and golf having fewer."
Parker literally disqualified this
argument on the grounds that it
e.ti_et,t-ed hosing only as conducted
at that college." Further on in
the article, however, he wrote that
"Talk of adopting headguards also
lacks meaning. No one connected
Lunch
Breakfast
with boxing, including the fans,
Dinner
wants headguarda
HOME -COOKED
Even if adopted, the*would not
lessen the impact of a smash on
FOOD
the Chin. and the iTsultant crash
of the brpin against the_ sphenoidal
ridge."
Ileadguards Help
If headguards are so useless to
the sport of boxing, why does a
survey of - Spartan ring history
show so few. injuries?
San Jane State college boxing
coach DeWitt Portal insists that
Try us for a
Washington Square
pugilists
REAL
"hit every .bit as harems the
average’professional," and ring
HAIRCUT!
enthusiasts who have seen the
Casper.
collegians in action will unHead and face guards such as this are largely responsible for
doubtedly go along with this
the small number of injuries recorded during Spartan ring history.
fact.
Padding in the back cushions the shock of a knockdown, while the
Add the number of punches ridge aboye the eyes and the extended front section save the face
thrown in a three-round bout to -from cuts during-training.
--- ’
the number:of punches- exchanged
in daily workout"; end you:11 come
up:with the fact that a good bit
of ipather is tossed and Kegrivgd,
by the local mittmen.
"
Magazines
College vs. Pro
Tobaccos
The difference between collegiate, and pro.sfea.sloyal tistolfilA
Games
,
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dec. Hank Sekoch (DU).; Sal;fo.4
lis (SP) dec. Bill Volkert (Pa);
Jim Burke (DSP) dec. Ray Cleghorn (SAE); Ray Bunnell (KA)
dec. Bill Rafloski (ATO); JOa
Lenhart (CPS) dec. Jack Helsel
(CCF); Ray Salazar (PKA) dec.
Bob Buck (TC); Sal Soils (SP) ’
.1
dec. Jim Burke (DSP).
165-lb.Spence Sutherland (C.
CF) dec. Bernie Isaacson. (AT9);
Bob Rimmer (KA) dec. Boh Pierre (DSG); Hal Webber (DSP)
dec. Dick Hammer (PSK); Bob
Fisher (DU) TKO’d Frank Romo
(PICA); Don Hufhines (TC) dec,
Ivan Bland (SAE); Bob Rimrneti
(KA) dec. Sp..,rice Sutherland (0-*
CF); 175-1b. John Steele ATO)
dec. Cliff Lindsey (SP).
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Chief Lobodinski
Cites Cooperation
Student Police Chief Stan Lobodinski today expressed appreciation to students and faculty at San Jose State college for the fine
spirit of cooperation displayed at home football games.
"The job of policing several thousand people is quite a lot of
work," Lobodinski said, "and when willingness to cooperate is shown,
*as has been outstanding this quarter, the etfect is very gratifying."
The student chief said that all
police students who worked at
the games expressed a great show
of cooperation on the part of the
public. "The men want to thank
those in attendance at the athletic
events for the help shown, and for
displaying the attitude that the
Students here will soon have the
policeman’s presence is apprecia
wide
opportunity to preview
ated," Lobodinski added.
variety of films.
About 15-30 students are emThe college library is inaugurat- ployed by the athletic department
ing the new service in cooper- to police each home game, the
ation with the college audio-visual chief’s records show. Reports are
service center, according to Miss filed with the department by each
Joyce Backus, library chief here. man, following the game. RecordPreviews will be shown on four ed are all outstanding events, good
Wednesday evenings this quarter: and bad.
Nov. 15, Nov. 24, Dec. 6, and
Many times the patrolmen reDec. 13.
port dngerous conditions found to
The first program will be of- exist at the stadium. In one case,
fered Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 7:30 the man on duty discovered damp.m. in Room L210. The program aged seats, which were repaired
will feature four titles: Water before any spectators were injured.
Fountain of Life; Prairie Wings;
Give your pint of blood now
Mysteries of Plant Life; and
Figure Painting. These films, all while it is needed. Save a life toin color and with sound, are pre- day. Korea or San Jose, the need
sented by the Standard Oil Com- is great. Sign up now to donate.
pany of California. George Duff,
of Standard Oil, will introduce the
films.
Future programs will featu
new pictures in the audio-visual
center library; --in addition to new
films of merit received for preview from producers of educational films. Outstanding films made
by commercial and industrial cornpanies also will be presented.

SJS Students
To See Films
In Book Room

Hermanns to Tell
About Germany
Dr. William Hermanns, assistant
professor of modern languages,
will speak to the International
Relations club today at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 20, accordihg to Dr.
George G. Bruntz, IRC adviser.
The topic of Dr. Hermann’s
speech will be "The Problem. of
Germany." Dr. Hermaa ’pent
the summer in gcrarigifj,, his native countiw,-.and will bring the
IRC latet ’information on devel,opments there.
With the following meeting
scheduled for Dec. 7, Dr. Heath
called on members to increase
their attendance.

Classified Ads11
LOST AND ’FOUND
Lost: Yellow and brown scarf.
Printed Violin in center. Please return to Room 2.
Lost: Parker 51 fountain pen.
Silver and green. Name on side.
Reward. Sentimental value. Return to Graduate Manager’s office.
Lost: Man’s Hamilton wrist
watch Thursday. Vicinity of Seventh and San Fernando streets.
Initials "B. L. W." on back. Reward. Return to Room 16.
Lost: Black plastic handbag
containing glasses, valuables. Liberal reward. G..Gibson. CY 5-4116.
les -gold wrist watch. Lost
Friday atgame or shortly after.
Reward.
Return to Graduate
Manager’s office.
FOR RENT
Rooms with kitchen privileges
for men students. .357, S; Ninth
street.
Roans for three MP. Two closets. Comm. kitchen, shower. $23
each per month. 650 S. Fifth
street. CY 4-6598.
FOR SALE
Golf Clubs: Light Wilson Reg
irons, putter, three Amour reg.
woods. $50. Call CY 3-9894.
"Music Math Charms", "My
Waltz With You" and "Bella of
Victory allimick" For piano. Words
and music. By copyright owner.
.!.-.’41:47 C.O.D. M. AmIlle, 237 S.
First street.

Student Y InvitesSpartans to Skate
Party Tonight at 8

Readings To Highlight
Coming Drama Session
Students from classes in oral interpretation will present an

Spartans are invited to "take to formal session of readings tonight at 8 o’clock in Room 39, according
wheels" tonight at 8 o’clock when
the Student Y holds a skating to Mrs. Courtaney Brooks, instructor in speech.
party at a local skating rink.
William Schoebert will read from "This", an amusing piece by
The affair is open to any stuJames Thurber, and Robert Reinking will read from "Go
humorist
dent who wants to learn to skate
*Down Death" by Welden Johnson.
and all students who know how to
George Larimore will read two seskate, according to Les Green,
lections, "Is It a Dream" by G. A.
party chairman. Admission will
St uddert-Kennedy a n d "Create
be 65 cents, which includes rental
Great Peace" by James Oppenof shoe skates.
heim.
Students will meet at the Stu"Was It a Dream" by Guy de
dent Y, 272 S. Seventh street,
Dean Raymond Mosher will
where .transportation will be pro- speak on "The Improvement of Mauppassant will be the selection
vided to the rink. The group will College Teaching at San Jose of Ursula Schindler and "Commercial Candour" by G. K. Chesget special rates, Green said.
State college" at the Nov. 16 meet- terton will be read by Virginia
ing of the local chapter of the Weimers.
American Association of UniverA selection by Ernest Hemingsity Professors, according to Dr.
Harrison F. Heath, chairman of way, "The Old Man", will be read
Tom Clayton, San Jose State
by David Woods, and "Walter, the
the AAUP here.
college Spanish major, will be the
Dr. Heath said this week that Wavering Worm", an amusing sefeatured speaker at a meeting of
the discussion was part of a rec- lection by Richard Corson, will be
Collegiate Christian Fellowship in
ommended program from national read by Donald Mertens.
Room S216 at 12:30 p.m. today.
AAUP quarters.
Deviating from the regular
Clayton, who spent the past
program, Hugh Heller will presummer in Guatemala doing missent his Interpretations of "A
sionary work, will speak on his
Program of Modern American
work among the natives of that
Gamma Pi Epsilon, honorary Poetry."
country. Interested students are
John titeinbeck’s "The lied
invited to attend the meeting, ac- math society, invites all math
Pony" will be read by Ina
its
attend
majors
and
minors
to
cording to Marian Johnson, mismeeting tonight in Room 117 at Abrams and Rosalie Moore’s
sions chairman of CCF.
7:30 o’clock, according to June "Catalog" will be read by Lots
Hilton.
Coates, secretary.
A talk on ancient Egyptian surMrs. Brooks adds that Rosalii,
veys will be given with models to Moore, a contemporary poetiss
illustrate. Miss Coates urges all from Mann county, will be pr.’smembers to attend; important ent at the readings. She is a
friend of Miss Hilton.
business will be discussed.

Dean to Speak
On Education

CCF Meets Today

Gamma Pis Meet

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12
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Enjoy your cigarette! Enjoy truly fine tobacco
that combines both perfect mildness and rich
taste in one great cigarette Lucky Strike;
Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco

taste. Be HappyGo Lucky!
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